Introduction
Acute inhalation studies are conducted in animals as part of chemical hazard identification and for classification and labelling purposes. There has been considerable work towards refining the existing methods so that 'evident toxicity' rather than death can be used as an endpoint, through the use of the fixed concentration procedure (FCP) (OECD, 2017a) . This has recently been accepted as OECD TG433 as an alternative to the currently accepted LC 50 1 and Acute Toxic Class (ATC) methods (OECD TGs 403 and 436 respectively) (OECD, 2009a; OECD, 2009b) . The FCP also has the potential to use fewer animals, due to the use of a single sex, and fewer studies overall, as it will obviate the need to test at the next concentration up in some cases. The principles of the three methods are summarised in Table 1 and are described in more detail in Sewell et al. (2015) . In brief, the LC 50 method involves testing at three or more concentrations to enable construction of a concentration-mortality curve and a point estimation of the LC 50 which allows classification into one of five toxic classes using the globally harmonised system (GHS) of classification and labelling of chemicals (OECD, 2001) (Table 2 ). The ATC method is a refinement of the LC 50 . Rather than a point estimate of the LC 50 , this method estimates which toxic class the LC 50 falls within, so that classification can be assigned. It uses an 'up-and-down' procedure to test up to four fixed concentrations from the boundaries of the categories (or toxic classes) in the GHS classification system. Depending on the number of deaths at each concentration further testing may be required, or a classification can be made. The FCP uses a similar up-and-down approach to the ATC, but instead identifies an exposure concentration that causes evident toxicity rather https://doi.org/10.1016/j.yrtph.2018.01.001 Received 22 August 2017; Received in revised form 1 January 2018; Accepted 3 January 2018 than death, so that the LC 50 can be inferred (based on the prediction of death at the next fixed higher concentration). Classification can then be assigned according to the GHS criteria using the predicted LC 50 .
Figs. 1-3 summarise the possible study outcomes and the resulting classifications for the LC 50 , ATC and FCP methods respectively, using a starting concentration of 5 mg/L for dusts and mists as an example (Price et al., 2011) . The FCP was removed from the OECD work plan in 2007 because of three main concerns: the ill-defined and subjective nature of evident toxicity; the lack of evidence for comparable performance to the LC 50 and ATC methods; and suspected sex differences (the FCP originally proposed the default use of females). Concerns about the definition of 'evident toxicity' were raised despite its long use in the Acute Oral Fixed Dose Procedure (OECD TG420) (OECD, 2002) without guidance on A sighting study may be carried out to help inform the starting concentration and choice of sex, if deemed necessary. This is not compulsory. 1M+1F at one to four concentrations (usually only one or two concentrations required). The starting concentration should be that which is most expected to produce evident toxicity in some animals. If no prior information is available this should be 10 mg/L, 1 mg/L or 2500 ppm for vapours, dusts/mists and gases, respectively. Number of animals 5M+5F per study. Usually three studies required. Min 10 -max 40 animals.
3M+3F per study. Usually at least two studies required (12 animals), though classification can sometimes be made based on one study, if testing at the lowest or highest concentrations (depending on the outcome). Numbers of animals range from 6 to max 24 (depending on the number of studies). An inappropriate starting concentration (causing too much or too little toxicity) may require testing at additional concentrations and may therefore result in higher numbers of animals being used.
Where a marked sex difference is observed additional animals may be required.
Single (most sensitive) sex, or males only as default. five animals per study. Classification can often be made after a single study (five animals). Numbers of animals range from 5 to max 20 (depending on the number of studies). Plus two to eight in the sighting study (though the use of eight animals in the sighting study would be very unusual, and only if the highest or lowest concentrations were chosen inappropriately as the starting concentration). An inappropriate starting concentration (causing too much or too little toxicity) may require testing at additional concentrations and may therefore result in higher numbers of animals being used.
However, a sighting study should avoid this.
Number of concentrations
At least three concentrations (to enable production of a concentration-mortality curve and estimation of LC 50 ).
An 'up and down method' is used, requiring one to four fixed concentrations (based on the upper limit of the GHS classification system) depending on the outcome at each concentration. Generally at least two concentrations are required to make a classification. Sometimes a classification can be made based on only one study if starting at the highest or lowest fixed concentration, and depending on the outcome.
An 'up and down method' is used, requiring one to four fixed concentrations (based on the upper limit of the GHS classification system) depending on the outcome at each concentration. A classification can often be made based on one study only.
Starting concentration n/a This is not a sequential method. At least three concentrations are required to enable production of a concentration-mortality curve and estimation of LC 50.
Starting concentration level should be that which is most likely to produce toxicity in some animals. If no prior information is available the starting concentration will be 10 mg/L, 1 mg/L or 2500 ppm for vapours, dusts/mists and gases, respectively. An inappropriate starting concentration (causing too much or too little toxicity) may require testing at more concentrations than if a more appropriate concentration had been chosen.
Starting concentration level should be that which is most expected to produce evident toxicity in some animals. The sighting study may inform this choice, or prior information if available. If a sighting study has not been conducted or is inconclusive, or if no prior information is available the starting concentration will be 10 mg/L, 1 mg/L or 2500 ppm for vapours, dusts/mists and gases, respectively. An inappropriate starting concentration (causing too much or too little toxicity) may require testing at more concentrations than if a more appropriate concentration had been chosen. The use of a sighting study should avoid this. Classification Method
Based on a point estimate of LC 50 which allows classification according to the GHS classification system.
Based on an interval estimate of LC 50 , so that classification is based on the toxic class that the estimated LC 50 falls within, using the GHS classification system. LC 50 is inferred through the use of evident toxicity to predict death at a higher dose, and classification made according to the inferred LC 50 using the GHS classification system. 1 (most toxic) ≤0.5 ≤0.05 ≤100 2 > 0.5 and ≤ 2 > 0.05 and ≤ 0.5 > 100 and ≤ 500 3 > 2 and ≤ 10 > 0.5 and ≤ 1 > 500 and ≤ 2500 4 > 10 and ≤ 20 > 1 and ≤ 5 > 2500 and ≤ 20,000 5 > 20 > 5 > 20,000
GHS, Globally Harmonised System; LC50, concentration causing death in 50% of animals tested; ppm, parts per million.
F. Sewell et al. Regulatory Toxicology and Pharmacology 94 (2018) 22-32 what constitutes evident toxicity, nor in the dermal toxicity equivalent of this TG (OECD TG402) which was approved in 2017 without similar guidance (OECD, 2017b) . However, all the concerns about the FCP have been resolved through the work of a global initiative led by the UK National Centre for the Replacement, Refinement & Reduction of Animals in Research (NC3Rs) resulting in its acceptance in April 2017. Some of the work that led to this decision has already been published (Sewell et al., 2015) . This previous paper described analyses of a large data set of acute inhalation studies using the LC 50 or ATC methods in which signs predictive of death at the next highest concentration (i.e. evident toxicity) were identified. Further analyses were needed to address fully the points noted above and to satisfy concerns raised by the OECD national coordinators during the consultation process, and were therefore vital for the final acceptance of the FCP method by the OECD. These included further support for the robustness of the signs previously identified, new statistical calculations to support the value of the sighting study in choosing the most sensitive sex, and retrospective classifications to compare outcomes obtained using the three methods. This paper summarises the previously published data and presents the new analyses that formed the basis for acceptance of the new test guideline.
2. The robustness of evident toxicity as an endpoint
Definitions
Evident toxicity is an accepted endpoint in the fixed dose procedure for acute oral toxicity studies (OECD TG420) (OECD, 2002) . Here evident toxicity is defined as "a general term describing clear signs of toxicity following the administration of test substance, such that at the next highest fixed dose either severe pain and enduring signs of severe distress, moribund status or probable mortality in most animals can be expected." However, for this accepted test guideline, no further guidance has been provided on what constitutes 'evident toxicity', and it is not clear how often this test Fig. 1 . LC 50 test (OECD TG403) for dusts and mists, using example concentrations, starting at 5 mg/L (Price et al., 2011) . Please note the LC 50 test method does not require fixed concentrations, but specifies that 10 animals (five males and five females) should be exposed at three different concentration levels. The concentration levels should be sufficiently spaced to enable construction of a mortality curve so that an estimation of the LC 50 can be obtained. (Price et al., 2011) . Please note, the ATC method specifies that six animals (three males and three females) are tested at fixed concentrations that form the upper limit of the GHS categories. The starting concentration is either the highest concentration, or that which is expected to lead to mortality in some of the exposed animals, based on prior information.
guideline is being used in practice.
Although evident toxicity was already accepted as an endpoint for this existing test guideline, criticism of this endpoint was a major factor for the withdrawal of the FCP from the OECD work plan in 2007, due to concerns around subjectivity. With the aim of making evident toxicity more objective and transferable between laboratories, the NC3Rs working group collected data on the clinical signs observed in individual animals during acute inhalation studies on 172 substances (Sewell et al., 2015) . Because data was collected from a number of laboratories, there was some variation in terminology, requiring retrospective harmonisation by the working group leading to an agreed lexicon of signs (Sewell et al., 2015) . These data were analysed to identify signs that could predict lethality would occur if the animals were exposed to the next highest concentration, lethality here being defined as death, or severe toxicity requiring euthanasia, in two or more animals in a group of five.
There are three important quantities derived from the analysis. The positive predictive value (PPV) is defined as the percentage of times that the presence of a sign correctly predicts lethality at the next highest concentration. A value less than 100% indicates some false positives that would result in over-classification of the substance, undesirable from a business perspective, but erring on the side of caution for human safety. Sensitivity is defined as the proportion of lethality predicted by the presence of the sign at the lower concentration. There is no expectation that a single sign would predict 100% of toxicity at the next higher concentration, but signs with very low levels of sensitivity are less useful because of their rarity and their small contribution to overall evident toxicity. Less than 100% sensitivity indicates some false negatives, that is, lethality occurs at the higher concentration even though the sign was absent at the lower concentration. This does not result in incorrect classification as testing would be carried out at the higher concentration anyway. Specificity is the measure of the percentage of non-lethality at the higher concentration associated with the absence of the sign at the lower concentration. The individual signs focussed upon were those with high PPV and specificity, with appreciable sensitivity.
In the absence of any deaths at the lower concentration, toxicity occurred at the higher concentration in 77% of the studies (95% confidence interval (CI) 72-82%), hence this value was used to set a threshold for use of a sign as an indicator of toxicity. Consequently, those signs with PPVs not only in excess of this value, but whose lower value of the 95% confidence limits of the PPV also exceeded 77% were selected.
Death as a predictor of toxicity at the next highest concentration
In the Sewell et al. (2015) dataset, death or euthanasia was found in the majority of studies at one or more concentrations. The PPV of a single death at the lower concentration was 93% (95% CI 84-98%) i.e. a single death is a strong predictor of lethality at the higher concentration. Although evident toxicity is the intended endpoint for the FCP method, and severe toxicity and death are to be avoided where possible, if death does occur this endpoint can therefore also be used to make decisions concerning classifications (Fig. 3) . But interestingly, since death is used as an objective endpoint for the LC 50 and ATC methods, it should also be noted that when two deaths occurred at the lower concentration this too was only 97% (95% CI 91-99%) predictive of lethality at the next higher concentration. That is to say, for a small number of the studies conducted, fewer deaths occurred at the higher concentration than at the lower. For the ATC method in particular, this could lead to an inaccurate classification.
Signs observed on day 0
Signs seen on the day of the test cannot unambiguously be ascribed to the chemical and may have resulted from handling, restraint or the inhalation procedure. Some signs such as wet coat and writhing were only observed on day 0, but some of the common and severe signs were seen both on day 0 and on subsequent days. For two such signs, irregular respiration and hypoactivity, the effect of discounting the day 0 observations increased the PPV and specificity (Sewell et al., 2015) showing that signs that persist for more than 24 h after exposure are better predictors of toxicity. However, as pointed out in this paper and in the new TG, severe signs seen on day 0 should still be a signal to halt the study or possibly euthanize the animals so affected.
Signs of evident toxicity
In the case of one death at the lower concentration, a number of signs observed in the surviving animals increased the PPV of the single death (Sewell et al., 2015) . Some of these also had high sensitivity. Most importantly, a subset of these were also seen to be highly predictive in the absence of death at the lower level. The four signs in this subset were: hypoactivity, tremors, bodyweight loss (> 10%), and irregular respiration (Table 3 ). The data showed that if any of these signs were observed in at least one animal from the day after exposure, animals were highly likely to die if exposed to the next higher concentration. Where any animals experienced tremors or hypoactivity this was 100% predictive of lethality at the next higher concentration. If any animal experienced body weight loss in excess of 10% of their pre- Fig. 3 . Fixed concentration procedure (FCP) method for dusts and mists for an example starting concentration of 5 mg/L (Price et al., 2011) . Please note, the test guideline specifies that substances are tested at fixed concentrations that form the upper limit of the GHS categories. The starting concentration is chosen to be the fixed concentration level that is most likely to lead to evident toxicity but not death. F. Sewell et al. Regulatory Toxicology and Pharmacology 94 (2018) 22-32 dosing weight, this was predictive of death at the higher concentration in 94% of cases. Similarly, body weight loss has previously been shown to be a reliable and frequent objective marker for the determination of the maximum tolerated dose (MTD) in short term toxicity tests in animals (Chapman et al., 2013) . Irregular respiration was also highly predictive, being indicative of lethality in 89% of cases. These four signs were chosen to represent evident toxicity since they had narrow 95% confidence interval limits, with the lower limit near to, or in excess of, the 77% threshold detailed above (for more information behind the rationale please refer to Sewell et al., 2015) . However, there were other signs that were also highly predictive of lethality at the next higher concentration, albeit with wider confidence intervals often due to their infrequent occurrence in the dataset. For example, oral discharge occurred rarely (sensitivity 2.4%), but was 100% (95% CI 54.9-100%) predictive of lethality at the next highest concentration. Therefore the signs used to guide the decision of evident toxicity should not necessarily be restricted to the four signs named in Table 3 . Information on the predictivity and sensitivity of each of the clinical signs observed in the dataset has been made available in Supplementary Data File 1. Information on subclasses of the dataset for dusts and mists, males and females is also available. This is intended to complement and add to study director judgement and experience so that a decision can be made on the recognition of evident toxicity in the absence of death or the four named signs.
The definition of 'evident toxicity' used for the purpose of the analysis was conservative when considering the accepted definition of evident toxicity in TG420, since it was based simply on the prediction of actual mortality or euthanasia at the higher concentration (in the absence of death at the lower), and did not also include 'severe distress or moribund status' at the higher concentration. However, this definition was chosen to reflect the different outcomes used for decision making in the protocol, so that 'evident toxicity' could be used to predict 'outcome A' (the death of 2 or more animals) at the higher concentration, and therefore avoid the need for testing at that level (Fig. 3) . By using evident toxicity, classification can be made based on the prediction of death at the higher concentration. The method therefore has the potential to minimise the number of studies (i.e. concentrations tested) that will be required to make a classification and reduce the overall degree of suffering of animals in the study.
Severity and duration of signs
Severity of signs was not recorded consistently in the dataset, only whether a sign was present or not, and as the data had been generated in a number of different laboratories, the grading of severity may have had a strong subjective element. Therefore in the previous publication, only the severity of bodyweight loss was examined in more detail as it had been recorded as either unspecified, mild (reduced weight gain), moderate (10-20% compared with day 0) or substantial (> 20% compared with day 0). In fact, PPV was largely unaffected by dividing body weight loss into these subcategories, but sensitivity declined because of the smaller numbers in each category.
Another way of looking at severity was to examine whether the sign was present in more than one animal. In the previous paper (Sewell et al., 2015) , it was shown that for irregular respiration (the sign for which there are the largest number of observations), the impact on PPV and specificity of increasing numbers of animals showing the sign was very small. However, because seeing the sign in a majority of animals was less common, the sensitivity declined accordingly.
2.6. Combinations and co-occurrence of signs (including signs in isolation) Sewell et al. (2015) considered whether combinations of signs would increase sensitivity, and thereby improve prediction of lethality at the higher concentration. However, the gains in sensitivity of all pairwise combinations were small because of the strong co-occurrence of signs, and inclusion of a third or fourth sign had progressively less impact.
At the other extreme, we examined whether misclassification was likely if a sign was the only one reported (i.e. seen in isolation), and occurred only once and in only one animal. Irregular respiration and body staining were the most commonly observed signs in isolation (42% and 27% respectively of those animals that showed the sign) (Table 4 ). However, of the 268 pairs of studies 2 analysed, there were only five in which irregular respiration was recorded in the absence of other signs, and only once in only one animal. In each case, at least two animals died at the next higher concentration showing that the single sign was predictive (Table 5) . Admittedly this is a small data set, but the finding supports the general robustness of the sign which is typically seen in more than one animal, and rarely occurs in isolation.
Varying concentration ratios
An odd feature of the GHS classification system is that the ratios of LC 50 concentrations defined for each grade 1-5 are not of equal size but vary from 2 to 10. For example, for dusts and mists the concentrations tested are 0.05, 0.5, 1.0 and 5.0 mg/L (Table 2) . Sewell et al. (2015) considered how this would affect classifications by the FCP method. It seemed possible that lethality at the higher concentration would be more likely if the concentration ratio was larger and that conversely, a smaller change in concentration might lead to a greater number of false positives i.e. lethality not seen at the higher concentration despite evident toxicity at the lower. This has now been looked at in two ways. Sewell et al. (2015) found that, for a small number of signs, the average concentration ratio for false positives was smaller than for true positives, in agreement with this idea. However, of the four signs selected as markers of evident toxicity, two were never associated with false positives (PPVs of 100%) and in the other two cases, the effect of concentration ratio did not reach statistical significance.
A further analysis was undertaken to look at the effect of the ratio of the higher to lower concentration on the PPV. In Table 6 , PPVs are shown for a number of signs with ≥2, ≥5 or ≥10-fold ratios between the lower and higher concentrations. As anticipated, PPVs are higher for the larger concentration ratios, but since the majority of the studies used the ≥2 to < 5 fold ratio, the lower numbers in the remaining studies resulted in wider 95% CI of the PPV values. The conclusion is that the main signs of evident toxicity were equally predictive regardless of the ratio of the higher to lower concentration. 2 A pair of studies indicates a set of data from five animals, either all male or all female, exposed at two concentrations differing by at least a factor of two and in which no deaths occurred at the lower concentration.
Default sex and sighting studies
For the LC 50 procedure, since males and females are treated identically and classifications are based on the sex that is most sensitive, sex differences generally do not have any impact on classification. For the ATC procedure, since males and females are not treated separately and the endpoints are based on the total number of deaths irrespective of sex, differences in sensitivity have more of an impact and make the test less stringent. For example, where there is a 10-fold difference in sex sensitivity, simulations (Price et al., 2011) showed that substances where the LC 50 value of the most sensitive sex falls within GHS class 3 (the narrowest GHS classification band), these are almost always incorrectly classified as GHS class 4 (i.e. as less toxic). However, the guideline suggests that testing should be conducted in the more sensitive sex alone if a sex difference is indicated, which may mitigate this if sex differences are correctly identified in practice.
The original FCP method proposed the use of females as the default, as these were thought to be the more sensitive sex, and males only used if they were known to be more sensitive. In practice, significant differences in sensitivities between the sexes are fairly uncommon. Price et al. (2011) showed a significant statistical difference between the LC 50 values of males and females for 16 out of 56 substances examined (29%), females being the more sensitive in 11 of these. The dataset in Sewell et al. (2015) revealed little difference in sensitivity between the sexes. There was no difference in the prevalence of death or animals requiring euthanasia between the sexes, though some clinical signs were more prevalent in one sex than the other (ano-genital staining was more prevalent in females than males (p = 0.0002)), whereas facial staining and gasping were marginally more common in males (p =0 .028 and 0.044 respectively). However, the predictivity of these signs did not differ between males and females, but the smaller numbers of studies in this analysis led to wider confidence intervals.
The statistical simulations carried out by Price et al. (2011) showed that where there was an unanticipated sex difference and testing was carried out in the less sensitive sex, this would usually result in misclassification, regardless of the method used. Consequently, the new test guideline proposes that a sighting study should be performed not only to determine a suitable starting concentration for the main study but to also identify whether there is a more sensitive sex. The sighting study is not recommended if there is existing information on which to base these two decisions. Despite the earlier proposal that females should be the default sex as well as the more recent data that failed to show any difference, the general view of the OECD coordinators and their nominated inhalation experts that males were potentially more sensitive for inhaled substances, led to the proposal that males should be used in preference.
The new sighting study uses a single male and a single female at one or more of the fixed concentrations, depending on the outcome at each concentration as described by Stallard et al. (2010) (Fig. 4) . If there is no difference in sensitivity between the sexes, then the choice of sex for single sex studies for the FCP is irrelevant, and will not affect the classification. Since males are now the default sex, if they are the more sensitive correct classification will still be made, since this is correctly based on the more sensitive sex. It is only if females are the more sensitive sex and this is not correctly identified, that there is potential for incorrect classification.
Though the risk of a sex difference is low, the new sighting study must be robust enough despite using only one male and one female to identify the large differences in sensitivities that might risk misclassification. To demonstrate this, we have carried out statistical calculations of the probability of choosing the most sensitive sex, with varying ratios of male and female sensitivity (i.e. LC 50 values) (Fig. 5) . The methods are similar to those described by Stallard et al. (2010) . Fig. 5 shows the classification probabilities using the new sighting study for dusts and mists with a concentration-response curve slope of four and R (the ratio of the LC 50 and TC 50, the concentration expected to cause death or evident toxicity) of five for both sexes, assuming a sighting study starting at 0.05 mg/L. The heavy solid line gives the probability of the correct classification given the LC 50 . The heavy dashed line gives the probability that the main study is conducted in females rather than males.
The first plot of Fig. 5 corresponds to the case of no difference between the sexes (i.e. males and females have identical LC 50 values). In this case, the probability of the main study being carried out in females varies around 0.25, and since there is no difference in sensitivity this will not affect the classification. The other plots show what happens with increasingly large sex differences, with the females becoming more susceptible. In these cases the LC 50 on the x-axis is that for the females, as this is the true value on which classification should be based (since females are more sensitive), and the dashed line gives the probability Table 6 PPV (95% confidence interval (CI)) for highly predictive signs with ≥2, ≥5 or ≥10-fold concentration change between the lower and higher concentration.
Clinical sign ≥2-fold (95% CI)
that the main study is conducted in the females. When the sex difference is small, there is quite a high chance of erroneously testing in the males when the females are marginally more sensitive. For example, for a LC 50 ratio 1.5 the probability of incorrectly testing in the males is more than 0.5 in many cases. However, since the sex difference is small this is unlikely to impact the classification. As the sex difference increases, the chance of seeing the sex difference in the sighting study and doing the main test in the females correctly also increases. For a ratio of Fig. 4 . FCP sighting study for dusts and mists.
F. Sewell et al. Regulatory Toxicology and Pharmacology 94 (2018) 22-32 LC 50 values of 10 or more the probability of choosing females for the main test exceeds 0.9 except for the least toxic substances, when no effects are seen in either sex even at the highest test concentration, or extremely toxic substances, when deaths are seen in both sexes at the lowest test concentration. The probability of misclassification is higher therefore for GHS classes 3 and 4. These simulations show that the use of a single male and a single female in the sighting study should be sufficient to identify broad differences in sensitivities. Since the effect of sex differences is less when the concentration-response curve is steeper, these simulations represent a worst-case scenario when based on a slope of 4, as it is estimated that only 1% of substances have a concentration-response curve slope of less than this (Greiner, 2008) . Again, it is important to note that sex differences are relatively uncommon and only unanticipated greater sensitivity in females is likely to influence classification. Furthermore, for many substances prior knowledge may be also available (e.g. from the oral route) which can be used to verify or indicate any suspected or apparent differences in sensitivity.
For the FCP method, the purpose of the sighting study is also to identify the starting concentration for the main study where existing information is insufficient to make an informed decision. A starting concentration should be chosen that is expected to cause evident toxicity in some animals, and the use of two animals, one male and one female, should be sufficient to determine whether this estimation is too high and allow a lower dose to be used in the main study, particularly if existing data are available. The ATC method does not include a sighting study and the choice of starting concentration is based on prior knowledge or experience, or use of the suggested default starting concentrations of 10 mg/L, 1 mg/L or 2500 ppm for vapours, dusts/mists and gases, respectively. This is also an option for the FCP method, since the sighting study is not compulsory. However, without the aid of a sighting study, it is possible that an inappropriate starting concentration may be chosen, which could result in testing at more concentrations and using more animals.
Comparability to existing methods and retrospective analyses
A number of publications have addressed the comparability of the three methods using statistical calculations or simulations to compare the classifications made by each of the three methods and the likelihood of misclassification (under or over) (Price et al., 2011; Stallard et al. 2003 Stallard et al. , 2010 . The calculations described above were based on hypothetical mortality concentration curves (with varying steepness) for a range of LC 50 values covering all five toxic classes to represent a wide range of hypothetical substances. These include substances that clearly fall within a specific toxic class, (i.e. LC 50 within the mid-range of the class bracket) as well as those on the class border (i.e. the most or least toxic substances in each class) where there is greater potential for misclassification. The simulations also took into account the potential for variation between the actual concentration tested and the intended fixed concentration. For the calculations, a variation of ± 25% was used although this is greater than that now permitted in the TG ( ± 20%) so these again represent worst-case examples.
The statistical calculations showed that the three methods were comparable, although each of the methods did have the potential to misclassify even though the risk of this was low overall (Price et al., 2011) . If anything, the FCP tended to over-classify and the other two methods to under-classify. The impact of misclassification (over or Fig. 5 . Classification probabilities for the fixed concentration procedure (FCP) with the new sighting study for dusts and mists with concentration-response curve slope of four and R (LC50/TC50) of five assuming sighting study starting at 0.05 mg/L. The different plots show varying sex differences, to assess the impact of increased female sensitivity compared to male (i.e. female LC 50 (LC50(f)) increasingly lower than male LC 50 (LC50(m)). The vertical dotted line in each plot indicates the classification boundary concentrations and the light solid line indicates the cumulative probabilities of classification (on left-hand axis scale) into each toxic class for LC 50 values shown. The heavy solid line gives the probability of the correct classification given the LC 50 . The heavy dashed line gives the probability that the main study is conducted in females rather than males. For more information on these plots please refer to Stallard et al. (2010) .
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Regulatory Toxicology and Pharmacology 94 (2018) 22-32 under) and the choice of inhalation test method may raise some diversity of opinion depending on safety, commercial and 3Rs (Replacement, Refinement and Reduction) perspectives. The tendency of the LC 50 and ATC methods to under-classify is more of a concern to human health than the FCP tendency for over-classification. However, it is worth highlighting that the statistical models that these conclusions were based on used a conservative 'worst-case' scenario, with a low concentration-response slope of four, and the potential to over-classify becomes less with a steeper concentration-response curve. Moreover, the models used a greater than permitted variation of the actual concentration from that intended.
The statistical calculations described above show that the three methods are comparable, particularly in the absence of sex differences, or where these have been taken into account with the use of the sighting study. However, all these methods rely on the assumption of correct identification or prediction of the LC 50 value and the corresponding GHS class and are not based on real data. We have therefore undertaken further analysis of the data set of 172 dusts and mists to make retrospective classifications by all three methods and to compare their performance. For each method, the classifications were established using the protocols and flow charts in their corresponding test guidelines, based on the order the studies were carried out in practice (i.e. using the default or otherwise determined starting concentration). Supplementary Data File 2 contains information on the 'classification rules' for each method. For the LC 50 method, rather than establish an LC 50 value from the data, a flowchart method was used based on whether more or less than 50% animals died at each concentration (as in Fig. 1 ). Only 'valid' concentrations corresponding to within ± 20% of the four fixed concentrations for dusts and mists in the ATC and FCP protocols (0.05, 0.5, 1 and 5 mg/L) were included, to comply with the guidelines. Retrospective classifications could only be made for substances where all the necessary and valid concentrations were available. For example, in the FCP method, where testing started at 1 mg/L and there was no death or evident toxicity in any animal, further testing would be required at 5 mg/L. If this concentration had not been tested or fell outside of the ± 20% criterion, then this substance could not be classified.
Retrospective classifications were made for 77 substances via the LC 50 method, 57 substances via ATC, and 124 substances for FCP. For the FCP, classifications were generally able to be made using one or two concentrations requiring five to ten animals (Table 7) . For the ATC and LC 50 methods, classifications were generally made after two concentrations, requiring 12 animals and 20 animals respectively. There were 42 substances for which a retrospective classification was made via all three methods (including based on females and males separately), and for 35 of these (83.3%) all classifications were in agreement (Table 8) . If using the LC 50 as the 'reference' method (though as described above there are still limitations for this method and potential for misclassification), the ATC method under-classified by one class on three occasions. For the FCP method, when conducted in males only, there was one occasion of over-classification, and one of underclassification, both by one class. When the FCP was conducted in females only, there was also one occasion of over-classification, in the adjacent more stringent class, but three occasions of under-classification, one of these by two classes (class 4 vs. class 2). The reasons for these differences could be because the retrospective classification method was not able to take sex differences into account, or because the LC 50 value falls near a class border where there is greater potential for misclassification. Table 9 shows that for six of these seven substances there appears to be a more sensitive sex. If for the FCP, the classification is made according to the most sensitive sex, there are fewer disagreements with the classifications from the LC 50 method. For example, instead there are now three occasions where classification made via FCP differs from LC 50 , and these are all over-classifications into the adjacent more stringent class. Whereas the three occasions where the ATC method differed from the LC 50 method were under-classifications into the less stringent adjacent class. This supports the conclusions from the statistical calculations that show the FCP is comparable to the existing methods if sex differences are taken into account.
Often it was not possible to make a retrospective classification using all three methods (e.g. due to a missing concentration), and there are more examples of the classifications made by two of the methods. Table 10 shows the agreement between any two of the methods. With the exception of the male and female comparisons, which had an agreement of 76.5% and 87.0% for the FCP and LC 50 methods respectively, there was over 90% agreement with all combinations of the other methods. Supplementary Tables S1 -S7 compare the classifications made by each of these methods. The difference between the male and female comparisons may reflect differences in sensitivities between sexes and the fact that for the other comparisons the same animals will have been used to make the classification, which could not be done for the male and female comparisons. It is vital for the uptake of the new TG that there is strong agreement between the classifications made by the FCP and the two older methods, irrespective of the sex used by the FCP.
However, as previously pointed out, a major difference between the three methods is the number of studies required to make a classification and consequently the numbers of animals used (Table 7) .
Summary and conclusions
The new work described here strengthens and clarifies the conclusions of earlier publications on the FCP method. In particular we have F. Sewell et al. Regulatory Toxicology and Pharmacology 94 (2018) 22-32 shown that evident toxicity can reliably predict death or moribund status at the next highest fixed concentration irrespective of the foldchange in concentration or the number of animals showing the sign of evident toxicity, so demonstrating the robustness of the method. As part of the OECD approval process, the simplicity of the definition of evident toxicity was questioned (i.e. that evident toxicity is said to have been reached if only one of the four signs is observed at least once in at least one animal). However, the dataset had been extensively interrogated to look at multiple scenarios, including the effect of combinations of signs, the duration of signs, and/or the number of animals displaying the sign(s) (see sections 2.5 and 2.6 and Sewell et al., 2015) . Whilst predictivity did increase to some extent for some of these, these were associated with wider confidence intervals, since the pool of data also decreased. Clearly, if other datasets become available, it might be possible to confirm these trends more precisely. Therefore, increases in severity and/or the number of animals displaying the sign may increase confidence in the decision, but the statistical analysis of the dataset supports the simple definition regardless of any of such additional information.
The change of the default sex from female to male was an unexpected outcome from the consultation with the OECD national coordinators, but there was no evidence from the analysis of Sewell et al. (2015) for a consistent bias one way or the other. The decision therefore to adopt males as the default sex was based on the experience of the national coordinators and their nominated inhalation experts. However, since use of the less sensitive sex could result in misclassification, it was important to establish that the proposed sighting study with one male and one female would have the power to identify the more sensitive sex, at least under those circumstances where the difference in sensitivity was large enough that it might have led to wrong classification and in the absence of existing information on sex differences. The results of the statistical analysis confirms that a sighting study with one male and one female has the power to identify the more sensitive sex.
The retrospective analysis of the dataset to classify the chemicals by all three methods (LC 50 , ATC and FCP) was especially important in gaining acceptance of TG433 by the OECD. Agreement between the three methods is very strong as only 7 out of 42 substances showed any disagreement between the three methods and then by only one class if the most sensitive sex was selected for the FCP method. All three methods have the potential to misclassify so it is important that the advantages and limitations of each test method are understood so that users can select the most appropriate test method for their needs. However in the absence of any other considerations, the FCP method is to be preferred since it offers animal welfare benefits through the avoidance of death as an endpoint, and other 3Rs benefits through the use of fewer animals and fewer studies when compared to the ATC and LC 50 methods. We hope that these factors will encourage wide uptake and use of the method in the future.
We attribute the reluctance to use the equivalent method for oral toxicity studies (TG420) to lack of guidance on evident toxicity and the absence of the detailed analyses described here, that were needed to convince the OECD national coordinators that TG433 was fit for purpose. A similar exercise is therefore planned in collaboration with the European Partnership for Alternatives to Animal Testing to examine clinical signs observed during acute oral toxicity studies and to provide guidance that will encourage the use of TG420.
The experience of gaining acceptance of the FCP method for acute inhalation has been both positive and negative. The positive is the agreement to accept extensive retrospective analysis as sufficient justification for a new test guideline without the need for prospective validation studies which would have required further use of animals. This approach could no doubt be used on other occasions. The negative is the inordinately long time it has taken to get this method accepted even though the principle of evident toxicity had already been accepted by the OECD, and the cumbersome process of consultation and submission which was required. Even now, the experience with the oral toxicity guideline TG420 suggests that there will still be work needed to ensure that TG433 becomes the preferred method for assessment of inhalation toxicity, and it is to be hoped that this will not take a further 13 years. 
